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Measurement of Spin-Exchange Effects in Electron-Hydrogen Collisions: Impact Ionization
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We have measured the interference between the direct and exchange scattering ampli-
tudes in electron impact ionization of atomic hydrogen over the energy range 15 to 197 eV
in a crossed-beams experiment utilizing spin-polarized electrons and spin-polarized hy-
drogen atoms. The experimental values for the asymmetry A = (o"—a")/(o" +a") in the
total ionization cross section for antiparallel and parallel incident- and atomic-electron
spins are inconsistent with all theoretical calculations below 50 eV.

Although the electron-hydrogen collision prob-
lem is the most fundamental of all electron-
atom collision problems, the mathematical de-
scription of the process cannot be carried out in
closed form because a solution to a three-body
problem is required. The situation is further
complicated by the requirement that the two-elec-
tron wave function be totally antisymmetric, with
the symmetric triplet spinor paired with the anti-
symmetric- configur ation space wave function,
and the antisymmetric singlet spinor paired with
the symmetric-configuration space wave func-
tion.

The spin-averaged triple-differential electron
scattering cross section for electron impact ioni-
zation of atomic hydrogen can then be written as
the statistically weighted sum of singlet and tri-
plet cross sections. In terms of the direct and
exchange scattering amplitudes, f(k, ', k, ') and

g (k, ', k, '), respectively, the electron scattering
cross section can be expressed as'

with If+g I' corresponding to the singlet and

If -g I' to the triplet cross section. Here k„k,',
and k, ' are, respectively, the momenta (in atomic
units) of the incident, scattered, and ejected elec-
trons, and E,' is the energy of the scattering
electron. Since f and g are complex quantities,
three independent parameters are needed to de-
scribe the problem; for example, If I', Ig I2, and
Re( fQ). These separately calculable quantities
can only be determined by polarization experi-
ments. As an ancillary benefit, experiments with
polarized particles remove the requirement of
the absolute determination of beam Quxes, target
densitites, and detector efficiencies —quantities
which are often difficult to measure with preci-
sion. In the case of electron impact ionization of
atomic hydrogen, the imprecise knowledge of the
ion-detection efficiency might account for the
disagreement among the various experimental
measurements. '

In this I.etter we report on the first polarized-
beams experiment involving the collision of polar-
ized electrons with polarized hydrogen atoms. '
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where (E+-', ) is the energy (in atomic units) of the
incident electron.

For the purpose of theoretical comparison the
asymmetry A can be re-expressed as the ratio

A = O'DIT/O'~

where o. , is the interference cross section ob-
tained from

, = ' ' Re[f*(k,', R, ')g(k, ', k, ')] (5)

in accordance with EEI. (3), and v is the total spin-
averaged cross section. It can be shown that o. ,
is also given by

where o is the total cross section calculated in
the absence of exchange-symmetry considera-
tions. Thus A can be deduced, for example, from
Born calculations for o and Born-exchange calcu-
lations"4 ' for o'. Alternatively, A can be written

We measured the antiparallel-parallel asymme-
try, A, in the ionization cross section given by

(
kk ~it)/oak+ tt) (2)

where the arrows indicate the antiparallel- and
par anel- spin configurations. Partial (singlet or
triplet, for example) ionization cross sections,
o„are obtained from the corresponding partial
triple-differential electron scattering cross sec-
tion d'IT,./dQ, dQ,dE, ' according to"

A = (1-r)/(1+ 3r),
where x is the ratio of the triplet to the singlet
cross section.

The layout used in our experiment is illustrat-
ed schematically in Fig. 1. The polarized elec-
tron source, based upon the Fano effect in cesi-
um, ' is described in detail elsewhere. ' Briefly,
circularly polarized light of wavelength 280 ~ X

«318 nm ionizes an atomic beam of Cs in a re-
gion maintained at —1-kV electrostatic potential.
As a result of the spin-orbit interaction in the
continuum state, the photoelectrons are highly
spin polarized along the light axis. The photo-
electrons are extracted from the ionization re-
gion by a potential gradient of -1 V/cm and then
accelerated to ground potential and formed into a
beam by means of electron-optical focusing ele-
ments. Typically, the extrated beam current is
15 nA, and the energy spread (determined by fil-
ter lens cutoff measurements and by threshold
behavior of hydrogen ionization) is 3.0 eV full
width at half-maximum.

Light from a 1000-% Hg-Xe arc lamp is circu-
larly polarized by a dichroic film polarizer and
a zeroth-order quartz quarter-wave retardation
plate. Rotation of either the polaroid or the
quarter-wave plate by 90' reverses the electron
polarization. The bending magnet shown in Fig. 1
can be adjusted to deflect the electron beam into
either the interaction region or the Mott ana-
lyzer. " In the Mott branch, the electron polari-
zation is first rotated to a transverse orientation
in a Wien filter and then accelerated to 100 keV
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for Mott analysis. Typically the electron polari-
zation, I'„ is measured to be 0.63+ 0.03.'

The hydrogen source is a tungsten tube, resis-
tively heated to - 2800 K, into which molecular
hydrogen is bled. After collimation, the atomic
m~=+ 2 states of the partially dissociated beam
are selected at high field in a six-pole magnet.
A computer analysis, based upon an optical mod-
el of the focusing properties of the six-pole mag-
net, "shows that the high-field state-selection pa-
rameter, s, of the atomic hydrogen reaching the
interaction region is & 0.99. Since the scattering
experiment is carried out in a near-zero-field
region, the hyperfine interaction in the ground
state results in an electronic-spin polarization,
I'„, of the atom given by I'„=&s."

In order to minimize the possibility of Major-
ana depolarization of the hydrogen beam, the
atoms emerging from the six-pole magnet are
first aligned in a - 200-G axial field of a small
solenoid and then adiabatically rotated into an
orientation parallel (or antiparallel) to the elec-
tron beam while within the - 5-G field of a small
Helmholz pair. The atoms then experience a
field which always remains parallel to the elec-
tron-beam axis as it monotonically decreases to
a value of - 200 mG at the interaction region.
Before entering the interaction chamber, the
atomic beam is modulated by a 100-Hz tuning-
fork beam chopper. After leaving the interaction
chamber, the beam enters a final chamber con-
taining a quadrupole mass analyzer which moni-
tors the relative amounts of atomic and molecu-
lar hydrogen. In the interaction region the atom-
ic hydrogen density is estimated to be (1 —2) X10'
atoms/cm', while the residual gas pressure is
-10 ' Torr.

Prior to entering the interaction region, the
electron beam is decelerated to an energy of sev-
eral eV and collimated. Then the beam is reac-
celerated to the desired potential relative to the
electron source, the absolute energy scale being
established by the onset of ionization at 13.6 eV.
After intersection with the hydrogen beam, the
unscattered electrons are accelerated to ground
potential into a Faraday cup.

The current arriving in the cup is digitized by
an electrometer and voltage-to-frequency con-
verter (VFC). The output of the VFC is counted
in a preset sealer which halts data taking after
a preset charge has arrived at the cup. For each
data interval (5-10 sec) the ion counts detected
by the bare multiplier shown in Fig. 1 are totaled
on a pair of blind scalers according to whether

they occurred during the beam-on or beam-off
portions of the chopper cycle. Likewise, the
quadrupole signals for both Hy and H2 are totaled
in pairs of blind scalers representing beam on
and beam off. Also recorded for each data-taking
interval is the accumulated charge in the Faraday
cup and the elapsed time. At the completion of a
data-taking interval, a PDP-15 computer reads
and clears the blind scalers, advances the quar-
ter-wave plate by 90', and reinitiates data accu-
mulation. After approximately twenty complete
revolutions of the quarter-wave plate (10-15 min),
the run is halted and the accumulated totals (typ-
ically 15000 beam-on and 2500 beam-off events
at 27 eV) for each quarter-wave-plate position
are read onto magnetic tape. A complete mea-
surement at a given energy normally comprises
eight runs corresponding to four orientations of
the linear polarizer 90' apart for each of the two
directions of the magnetic field in the interaction
region.

The asymmetry, 4~, for each run is defined as

h~ = (N+ -N B++B-)/(V~+K B~ B-), -(8)
where N+ is the sum of the beam-on ion counts
for quarter-wave-plate positions 0 and 2 (0 and
180'), N is the sum of the beam-on ion counts
for quarter-wave-plate positions 1 and 8 (90' and
270'), and B and B are the corresponding sums
of beam-off ion counts. In addition to the real
asymmetry just defined, two false asymmetries,
d, and A„can be constructed by taking different
combinations of quarter-wave-plate positions,
(0)+ (1) —(2) —(&) and (0)+ (&) —(1)—(2), respec-
tively. For both the real and false asymmetries,
the values of 6 measured for each run are com-
bined according to their statistical weights to
give a final asymmetry for a given energy. The
physical asymmetry, A, is related to baby 4~
=P,P„(1-F)2, where P, and P„are the polari-
zations of the electron and hydrogen beams, re-
spectively, and E is the fraction of ion counts
originating from molecular hydrogen.

Measurement of E is accomplished by lowering
the oven temperature to approximately 1000 K,
where it is assumed that the beam is entirely mo-
lecular in composition. The observed beam-re-
lated counting rate N -8, divided by the beam-
on-minus-beam-off quadrupole H, signal, indi-
cates the sensitivity of the experiment to molecu-
lar hydrogen. The product of this ratio and the
H, signal at full temperature gives the number of
counts attributable to molecular hudrogen at full
temperature. The value of E so determined var-
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TABLE I. Results of data analysis. [,0 —
I I

& & i i I «» I
« ~ ~ I I I I I

' I '
I

~ I

E
{eV)

b,l
(lo-4)

d2
(lo-4',

(0) /deg. f reedom2

dl h 0.8—

15

17

23

27

34

42

107

147

197

-56(3o)

15(2o)
-12 (27)

38(25)

3(5)
-oo(22)

o5(11)

-o4(15)

-11(22)

27(13)

o4{12)
-2o (16)

13(30)

-15(2o)

-55 {27)

17 (25)

3(5)
O2 (22)

18 (11)

ol(15)
13(22 )

o5(13)

08{12)

-oo(16)

16/13

7/lo

5/lo

15/9

10/13

11/10

15/10

13/9

71/68 67/68

3/5

9/10

15/9

10/9

2 1/12

3/5

16/lo

6/9

13/9

5/12

o 515(32)
o.479 (28)

0.472 (35)
o.465', 35)

o.415 (2o}

o 343 (33)

0.338 (17)

o.256 (15)

0.201 {20)

0.147 {ll)
0.128 (13)
o.o74 {17)

~Uncertainties are 1 standard deviation; those for
A include systematic as well as statistical effects.

ies from a few percent near threshold to —20%
at higher energies.

The measured values of A. are given in Table I
together with the two false asymmetries for each
energy. The systematic uncertainties in A re-
sult from uncertaintites in P, (+ 4%), PH (+ 2%),
1-F (+ 1%), and the collinearity of the magnetic
field with the electron beam (+ 2%).

In Fig. 2 is shown a comparison of experimen-
tal results with values of A deduced from a num-
ber of theoretical calculations. For curves j and

k, Eq. (7) was used to generate A; for all other
curves, Eqs. (4) and (6) were used with the non-
exchange results provided. It can be seen that
none of the theoretical calculations is in good
agreement with the experimental data, particu-
larly at low energy. While the Born and Glauber
calculations are not expected to be accurate at
low energy, the substantial disagreement with
the close-coupling results is more surprising.
It should be noted that although the threshold val-
ue of A =+ 1.0, predicted by the recent work of
Klar and Schlecht, "cannot be confirmed by our
measurements, A is still increasing with decreas-
ing energy at 15 eV. It is clear that future polar-
ization experiments in the threshold region would
be very valuable. It is equally clear that more
accurate theoretical calculations of electron im-
pact ionization of hydrogen are needed at all en-
ergies.
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FIG. 2. Experimental values of A and theoretical pre-
dictions based upon Eqs. (6) and (7). Curves a, b, c,
and d are Born-exchange (BE) calculations taken from
Refs. 1, 4, 5, and 6, respectively. Curve e, taken
from Ref. 4, is a BE calculation with maximum inter-
ference, Curve f, taken from Ref. 7, is also a BE cal-
culation but with an angle-dependent potential. Curves

g and h, both taken from Ref. 1, are spherical-average-
exchange calculations, the latter allowing for maximum
interference. Curves i, j, and k are, respectively,
Glauber-exchange, modified Born-Oppenheimer, and
close-coupling calculations taken from Refs. 6, 11, and
12.
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A magnetic field in a laser-irradiated plasma is shown to have an important effect on
the resonant absorption, of the laser radiation normally incident on the inhomogeneous
plasma. For typical paramaters in laser-fusion experiments, the absorption coefficient
is above 50~j&, with n= ir (&u /cu) (Lcu/c} / between 1.5 and 10 and a maximum of - 70ro is
achieved for v=4.

In laser-pellet fusion experiments, a magnetic
field of a few megagauss is generated near the
critical surface by a variety of sources such as
Vn & V T, ponderomotive force, etc. ' ' This self-
generated magnetic field has been observed ex-
perimentally ' and in computer simulations. Be-
cause the magnetized plasma can support an up-
per hybrid wave, linear conversion of the laser
radiation into this wave constitutes an anomalous
absorption which has also been explored in nu-
merical simulations. ' In this Letter we present
an analytic theory of linear wave transformation
whereby the normally incident laser radiation is
converted into an upper hybrid wave at the reso-
nance layer. Significant absorption with absorp-
tion coefficient R 10% is attained for the parame-
ter n = m'(ro, /ro)'(Lco/c)'l' in the range 0.2 ( n ( 75.
Here n/n' is the square of the ratio of the dis-
tance between the cutoff and the resonance layers
x, = L&u, /ro and the scale of variation of the elec-
tromagnetic wave near the cutoff x,~ = (Lc'/uP)' ',
L is the density scale length, ro, =eB/mc, and &o

is the laser frequency. Absorption of 67% is
achieved for n=4 and a broad maximum (&50%)
absorption coefficient is found for typical param-
eters in laser-fusion experiments, i.e., 1.5s e
s 10.

It is well known that whenever an electromag-
netic wave has a singularity near the point where
the dielectric function for eleetrostatie waves
vanishes, the electromagnetic wave can be con-
verted into an electrostatic wave and anomalous
absorption of the electromagnetic wave energy
takes place with the generation of large-amplitude
electrostatic waves. In an unmagnetized, inhomo-
geneous plasma, an obliquely incident electro-

magnetic wave with polarization in the plane of
incidence can drive a density oscillation, because
of the component of the electric field along the
density gradient, giving rise to a nonvanishing
V. (nv„), where v„=-eE,/imago+ c.c. At the crit-
ical density, where &o~(x) = ro, re~ = (4iine'/m)'/',
the plasma wave is resonantly driven by the elec-
tromagnetic wave tunneling through the reflection
point (cutoff). ' " Piliya' has given a very ele-
gant analysis of this process. Because of the
self-generated magnetic field in laser-produced
plasmas, two new features are introduced into
this process of resonant absorption. First, the
resonant frequency is now the upper hybrid fre-
quency &o~ =(ra~'+ro, ')' ', instead of the plasma
frequency ~~; second, the Lorentz force provides
coupling between the electromagnetic and elec-
trostatic waves so that, even for normal inci-
dence, mode conversion into an upper hybrid
wave takes place and significant absorption of the
incident laser energy results. This upper-hybrid-
wave conversion has been experimentally studied
by Dreicer. "

In the present Letter we have investigated the
wave conversion of an extraordinary mode in a
magnetoplasma around the point of upper hybrid
resonance taking thermal effects into account.
For the sake of mathematical convenience, the
direction of wave propagation is taken along the
density gradient, perpendicular to the magnetic
field. This well-known problem was first studied
theoretically by Budden" and recently re-exam-
ined by White and Chen, "both using the cold-
plasma approximation. To render the electro-
magnetic wave equation in the form of a Whittaker
equation, they chose a very specific density pro-
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